The effect of surface placement and surface overlap on stereo slant contrast and enhancement.
Stereoscopic slant contrast is an apparent slant induced in a stereoscopically frontal plane surface (the test) opposite in direction to the specified stereoscopic slant of a neighbouring surface (the inducer). Test surfaces offset from the inducer in a direction collinear with the axis of slant (twist) show more contrast than those offset in a direction orthogonal to the axis of slant (hinge). We attribute this anisotropy to the presence and extent of a gradient of relative disparity in twist configurations and the absence of such a gradient in hinge configurations. This hypothesis was tested by measuring the perceived slant of the test and inducer surfaces for horizontal and vertical axes of inducer slant and collinear and orthogonal surface offsets. For vertical axis slant, the hypothesis was supported; contrast variations with position of the test surface could be explained by variations in relative slant. For horizontal axis slant, variations in contrast could be accounted for by normalisation of the slanted surface, with relative slant remaining constant. Two further experiments showed that the extent of the gradient of relative disparity rather than the area of texture overlap of the two surfaces best predicted the contrast results and that perceived relative slant did not vary with the absolute slants of the two surfaces. The arrangement of stereo surfaces is critical in predicting their relative slant.